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Questions 1–13 are about Hide-and-Seek (pages 1–4)
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1. Where do Tomas’s family live?                                                                     
Tick one.

   on the rainforest floor
   in the city
   in a rubber tree
   on top of the canopy

2. Give two different animals from the story that live in the Amazon 
rainforest.

1.    

2.   

3. Much of the Amazon had been cut down by selfish humans…   
Why do you think that the humans are described as selfish?                                                                  
Tick one.

   They took all of the houses in the city for themselves.
   They were not thinking about the animals’ homes.
   They did not let Tomas and his mum play hide-and-seek.
   They did not let Tomas cut down any of the trees.
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4. Draw three lines to show what each animal does in the story:

5. Look at the paragraph beginning Every day, Tomas would play 
hide-and-seek with his mum.
Which two words are used to describe a spider monkey’s fur?
Tick two.

    fast
    sleek
   black
   orange

6. How do you know that Tomas enjoys playing hide-and-seek with 
his mum?

 

 

 

Snake Circles amongst 
the clouds

Eagle Swings from 
branches

Spider Monkey Wraps itself 
around a branch
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7. List two facts that we know about the city from the story.

1.    

  

2.   

 

8. “It is the edge of our world,” his mother replied.   
Why do you think that Tomas’s mother described the ocean as the 
edge of their world?                                                                  
Tick one.

because that is where the world actually ends    
because she had never seen beyond that point   
because there was a sign which told her so   
because they were so high up off the ground   

9. Tick True or False for each statement about Tomas.

Sentence True False

He played hide-and-seek with his father.

He saw a plane circling in the sky.

He thought that the Amazon was dangerous.

He was tiny and bright orange.
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10. Look at the paragraph beginning The wind blew gently...
Find and copy one word which means the same as ducked down.

 

11. Then Tomas looked up. He shivered. He could see a dark shadow 
circling amongst the clouds.
Why do you think Tomas shivered?

 

 

12. Why did Tomas feel nervous about being so close to humans? 

 

 

13. Look at the whole story. 

Number the sentences 1 to 5 to show the order that they happen 
in the story. The first one has been done for you

    Tomas’s mum disappeared behind the leaves.  
    Tomas and his mum saw a harpy eagle.
   Tomas’s mum explained about the city.

1    Tomas was watching a poisonous snake.
   The light made Tomas’s eyes water.
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14. What name is given to a group of monkeys?  

 

15. Why do humans cut down trees in the Amazon rainforest?                                                                    
Tick two.

   to use the wood from them
   to destroy the animals’ homes
  to put them in their homes

    to make space for houses

16. Look at the section called What Is a Rainforest?
Find and copy one word which means the same as make.

 

Questions 14–19 are about The Amazing Amazon (pages 5–7)
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End of test

17. Draw three lines to match the type of monkey to the correct fact:

 

18. Why do you think that rainforests are sometimes described as ‘the 
lungs of the Earth’? 

 

 

 

19. What do you think will happen to some animals if humans 
continue to cut down trees in the Amazon rainforest? 

 

 

  

Howler Monkey These monkeys are fast 
climbers.

Squirrel Monkey This type of monkey 
sometimes lives with birds.

Spider Monkey These are the largest 
monkeys in the Amazon.


